Web Circulation Only

employees' provident fund organisation
(ministry of labour & employment, govt. of india)

No. PID/july/295/2019

To
The CPIO/RPFC
All Regional Offices
Sub Regional Office

Sub: Supply of information under Right to Information Act, 2005 - reg.

Sir,

Please find enclosed herewith a online RTI application of Ms./Mrs. JayaLaxmi, received in this office on 29.06.2019 through for seeking information under the Right to Information Act. Copy of the letter is forwarded to you for necessary action under the Right to Information Act, 2005. The information has to be provided directly to the applicant under intimation to the undersigned. It is certified that the applicant has deposited the application fee i.e. Rs.10/-

If the desired information does not pertain to the concerned division or some part of information is held by other division or public authority, the concerned CPIO shall forward /transfer the application or such Part of it as may be appropriate to relevant division/Public authorities u/s 5(4) and 6(3) of the RTI Act, 2005 respectively and inform the applicant immediately/about such transfer. However, if the CPIO is not able to find out as to which division/public authority is concerned with the information even after making reasonable efforts to find out the concerned division/public authority to which the application could be transferred. It would, however, be the responsibility of the CPIO, if an appeal is made against his decision, to establish that he made reasonable efforts to find out the particulars of the concerned division/public authority.

If some part of the information is the concern of a public authority under any State Government or the Union Territory Administration, the CPIO receiving the application should inform the applicant that the information may be had from the concerned State Government/UT Administration. Application, in such a case, need not be transferred to the State Government/UT Administration.

Name & Address of the Appellate Authority may also be mentioned in the reply, so that the applicant can make an appeal within 30 days from the expiry of such period or from the receipt of decision given by the public authority, if he is aggrieved by the decision.

Yours faithfully,

Assistant P.F. Commissioner
Public Information Division(HO)

Copy to:
Ms./Mrs. JayaLaxmi
Office Secretary, Dharwad Dist. Employees Associate
No. 9, 2nd Floor, Coororporation Bldg Complex Broadway
Hubli - 580020

Assistant P.F. Commissioner
Public Information Division(HO)
RTI REQUEST DETAILS

Registration No. : EPFOG/R/2019/60066    Date of Receipt : 29/06/2019
Type of Receipt : Online Receipt    Language of Request : English
Name : Jayalaxmi    Gender : Female
Address : Office Secretary, Dharwad Dist Employees Associati, No.9, 2nd Floor, Corporation Bldg Complex, Broadway, Hubli, Pin:580020
State : Karnataka    Country : India
Phone No. : Details not provided    Mobile No. : +91-9448115650
Email : ramavaikunta@rediffmail.com
Status(Rural/Urban) : Urban    Education Status :
Is Requester Below Poverty Line ? : No    Citizenship Status : Indian
Amount Paid : 10    Mode of Payment : Payment Gateway

Request Pertains to :

1 Number of cases pending before different EPF Appellate Tribunals of our country as on date pertaining to each SRO separately with the total number of beneficiaries involved in the case.
2 Total number of cases in which the beneficiaries or their unions were informed by each RPFC or APFC of our country that the employer has challenged their orders before EPF AT from Jan. 2010 to date.
3 Total amount involved in the cases pending before each EPF AT in our country as on date and the amount of deposits made by the employers pertaining to each SRO separately.
4 Total number of cases disposed by EPF AT of our country from Jan. 2010 in each year till date and the amounts of recoveries made from the employers after the disposal of the cases and also the amounts released to the beneficiaries.
5 Total number of cases in which the balance amounts were not remitted by the employers to EPFO and not recovered by EPFO after the disposal of cases by EPF AT pertaining to each SRO from Jan. 2010 to date alongwith the number of beneficiaries involved and the amount involved.
6 Total number of cases in which RPFC and APFC has informed the beneficiaries that the cases before EPF AT were decided in their favour by each SRO from Jan. 2010 to date and the number of beneficiaries and total amounts involved.
7 Total amount of balance lying with EPFO not claimed by the beneficiaries pertaining to each SRO after the orders of EPF AT were made from Jan. 2010 to date.
8 Number of cases in which RPFC or APFC has not appointed any advocates to represent them before EPF AT from Jan. 2010 or not represented by their officials in the appeals filed against the orders of EPFO.
9 What steps would be taken by EPFO to inform the beneficiaries that the orders passed by APFC or RPFC is challenged by the employers before EPF AT.
10 What steps would be taken by EPFO to inform the beneficiaries that the EPF AT has passed orders in their favour and amount is deposited to their accounts.
11 What steps would be taken by EPFO to make amendment to the Rules pertaining to filing of appeals before EPF AT to make the beneficiary employees and their unions to make as opposite or respondent parties and the time limit required for such amendment.